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[BeMasher] was dissatisfied with the cost of other solutions to read his smart meter, so he made a project to read it himself using an rtl-sdr dongle. Using his hacking and reverse engineering ...

Using SDR To Read Your Smart Meter
During the conference's keynote address, Reuss said GM plans to pull the wraps off the company's next extended-range electric vehicle, the Cadillac ELR, at the North American International Auto Show ...

GM President: It's Time to Electrify & Educate
To ensure the design and manufacturing of quality fuel cells, EA Elektro-Automatik offers its EA-PSB 10000 2-quadrant power supplies and EA-ELR 10000 Series electronic loads. Both the PSB power ...

EA Elektro-Automatik Offers Bidirectional DC Power Supplies and Regenerative DC Loads for Testing Fuel Cells
3-in-1: DC Welder: Perfect for repair welding and light fabrication AC Generator: Run power tools (i.e. saws, drills, grinders, lights, sanders, etc.) Air Compressor: Fill tires or run air tools (i.e.

Load Testing Tool
General Motors is plowing more money into its electric vehicle (EV) vision by nearly tripling the size of the lab where it tests and validates the batteries for the Chevy Volt, Cadillac ELR, and Spark ...

Battery Lab Could Help GM Reach EV Vision
Called the ELR, it offers all the same mechanical specs as the Volt, but in a sleek coupe body with all the latest luxury conveniences in a beautifully decked out interior. It's eligible for the ...

Plug-in hybrids expand electric-car market
We’re trying to figure out whether Sonos was doing the right thing, and it’s getting to the point where we need pins, a corkboard, and string. Sonos had been increasing the functionality of ...

Ethics Whiplash As Sonos Tries Every Possible Wrong Way To Handle IoT Right
The Contactron ELR-H3 and ELR-H5 hybrid motor starter family now includes push-in connection technology (PT). This technology can reduce insertion forces as much as ...

Phoenix Contact Hybrid Motor Starters
If not running, those keys do not function. But the utility may be manually started at any time from Start Menu/Toshiba/E-Key CeEPOWER cepmtray.exe U Toshiba's Power Management Utility - allows ...

Filenames that start with C
These days, there’s really no shortage of options in the midsize crossover SUV segment. However, according to a recent report from Consumer Reports, the 2021 Chevy Blazer is one midsize ...

2021 Chevy Blazer Is One Midsize SUV To Avoid, Says Consumer Reports
Watch the latest breakthroughs unfold before your eyes, consumer electronics in action, DIY and tutorial sessions, as well as news briefs and engineer commentaries.

Engineering in Motion News
In a nod to Cadillac’s ambitious Tesla-like future of smartphone-like electronics ... with other brands (the gorgeous plug-in Caddy ELR was a Chevy Volt in a tux). Maybe the new-gen battery ...

Payne: Caddy's sharp, athletic CT5 takes a back seat to no one
By comparison, combined deliveries of the Ford Transit and E-Series grew nearly 31 percent to 31,024, units. That gives Ford a 42 percent segment share, compared to 25 percent for GM. The Chevy ...

Chevy Express Sales Slip To Third In Segment During Q2 2021
To ensure the design and manufacturing of quality fuel cells, EA Elektro-Automatik offers its EA-PSB 10000 2-quadrant power supplies and EA-ELR 10000 ... supplier of power electronics for R ...

EA Elektro-Automatik Offers Bidirectional DC Power Supplies and Regenerative DC Loads for Testing Fuel Cells
To ensure the design and manufacturing of quality fuel cells, EA Elektro-Automatik offers its EA-PSB 10000 2-quadrant power supplies and EA-ELR 10000 Series electronic loads. Both the PSB power ...
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